The Inter-Pacific Bar Association invites you to a special webinar:

Legal Professionals Working from Home due to COVID-19: the New Normal?

September 24, 4:00PM Singapore Time via Zoom

The IPBA’s Legal Practice Committee and Next Generation Committee have combined forces to bring you this fresh perspective on the realities of working from home. Prior to COVID-19, it was often a dream to be able to work from the comfort of one’s own domicile, free from long commutes, without the normal office interruptions, with the ability to wear comfortable attire. After a few months of adjusting to this new lifestyle, issues have arisen that deserve a closer look, some of which require innovative solutions. The panel will discuss:

- How to maintain the security of confidential information in a remote working environment.
- Essential skills that new generation legal professionals must strive for.
- How to find balance during the new normal while remaining efficient and maintaining sanity.
- Whether it is necessary to adopt and deploy AI and legal tech solutions.
- How client expectations have transformed remote working in pandemic crisis, and how are lawyers/firms and in-house counsel/corporations coping.
- How virtual court hearings are shaping up and what is at stake. Pending dockets, social distancing during hearings, etc.
- How to enhance the productivity of legal professionals in a work-from-home or remote site setting.
- Whether lawyers and in-house counsel need a physical office at all in the new normal.

Find out how to manage this “New Normal” now and for the foreseeable future.
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